TAAP Workshops: Thank You and Capturing Case Studies

Many, many thanks to those who attended one of the five consultative TAAP workshops. We collected key insights on inclusive design processes and key takeaways from the workshops, which will inform the TAAP Toolkit. In order to make the toolkit practical, we are gathering illustrative case studies and/or stories of how inclusion-sensitive and inclusion-responsive design and implementation resulted in more effective and sustainable programs. Please share samples with us at TAAP@worldlearning.org by Monday, March 21.
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Next Steps: Ground-truthing TAAP in Burma

Jennifer and Taylor from World Learning's Inclusion Initiative will travel to Burma March 18-April 4. We will keep in touch “from the road” as we consult with partners and practitioners in Yangon and Mandalay to glean further insights on who is excluded, how we know who is excluded, and how to engage and draw on their skills, talents, and experiences in designing inclusion sensitive and responsive programs. Except for outreach through the TAAP Tuesdays newsletter, we will be going into hibernation to write for the toolkit.
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Recommended Reading:

**Intersectionality Resources**

Each of the workshops discussed the use of intersectionality in development programming. World Learning believes that intersectionality is about how our individual identities - such as race, gender, disability status, and age - interact in ways that can compound the inclusion or exclusion we experience from others, within institutions, and through systems and policies. An inclusion expert recently shared with us the following resources *"Can the MDGs Provide a Pathway to Social Justice?"* and *"In Quest of Inclusive Progress."* These thoughtful pieces have implications for how we look at the SDGs and how we develop inclusive and sustainable programs.

Got Inclusion?

We want to hear from you! Please share your inclusion activities, success stories, upcoming events, and intriguing resources.

Send to TAAP@worldlearning.org